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"Hello Again, 

I just wanted to say that I am very thankful for all the help that you have given me. You really took the 

time out to assist and guide me through this. I am not very sharp at HTML and probably will not do that 

well on this assignment, but I still must graciously say that I appreciate you and your heart as an 

instructor. The dedication that you have in teaching this class has not gone unnoticed. Forgive me for 

bombarding you with emails, I am pretty sure you are tired of seeing my name in your inbox. Hopefully 

next time around I will be able to figure most things out without turning to you. 

Best Regards," 

Student after assignment #4, Web Technologies Fall '13, Fully Online 

 

"Everything checks out, thank you for the quick email responses throughout the course. Enjoy the rest of 

your summer." 

Student responding to final project grade, Web Technologies Summer '13, Fully Online 6W1 

 

"I did fill out the SIRF, so that's set. You say that I didn't cite the images. Underneath each image, I tried 

to cite the picture. For my airplane on the first page, underneath the photo it says the website. For the 

photos page, two of the photos my mom took and I downloaded to the web. The third photo had the 

citing under it. I generally said www.webpage.com (item), this format. If this doesn't suffice, I 

understand because it wasn't very specific. Either way, I'm not sure the points will make a difference on 

my final grade. Nonetheless, this course was quite the challenge for me. Looking back, I'm glad I took 

this class because I have a feeling I'll need these skills later in life. I hope you enjoy the rest of your 

summer," 

Student responding to final project grade, Web Technologies Summer '13, Fully Online 6W1 

 

"Thank you Professor for the feed back! Really appreciate your kind words.  

I thoroughly enjoyed the class and learnt a lot, especially because I have never coded and built anything 

like this before. I certainly do not have to mention anything about scores since I already got an A, and 

also because I learnt after the start of the course that it was just Pass/Fail for me since its Undergrad 

course and I am an MBA student. 

I have already filled both the feedbacks that you asked for. 

Wish you a great rest of the summer! 

Sincere Regards," 

Student responding to final project grade, Web Technologies Summer '13, Fully Online 6W1 

 

"Mr. Gervais, 

I am having trouble with the validation of my website. My "contact_us page 

(http://www.albany.edu/~xxxxx/contact_us.html) has 1635 errors. I would say that 1615 of these errors 

have to do with the image map. It says the errors are on line 138 but the only thing on line 138 is "". The 

error is "Line 138, Column 8: non SGML character number 0". I have tried to google the problem but 

with no success." 

Student hitting a brick wall on the final project, Web Technologies spring '13, TBL 

 

"Norman, 

Thank you very much for all of your help these past few weeks with the site. I know you were very busy 

with other students asking for help on top of your own work so I appreciate it that you took time to help 

me. Although I did not do as well as I would have liked I still enjoyed your class and actually enjoyed 

making the website even though it took me forever. I wish you all the best with the rest of your Ph.D 

program." 

Student at the end of Fall '12, Web Technologies, Face to Face 


